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This bibliography has been compiled as part ot a continuing NOVION deml.cned

to make iniormatiAn on relevant dissertations available to users oi the ERIC

system. Monthly issues ot Dissertation Abstracts'_InternaCional are reviewt-d

in order to eomplle abstracts of dissertations (ni.' related topics, which thus.

lietome accessible in searches ol the ERIC data\lmse. Ordertng Information tor

'the dissertations themselves is included at the end'ot the blb10)graphy.

Abstracts ni Ahe following dissertations are included in this collection:

Alloaba, boyinsola Abrola

Tft NIGERIAN PRESS UNDER MILITARY RULE

Blanton, Lynne .

THE AGRARIAN MYXH IN EIGHTEENTH AND .

NINETEENTR=CENTURY AMERICAN MAGAZINES

Brown, Lena Boyd

BLACK NEWSPAPERS AND BLACK EDUCATION

IN AMERICA, 1960-1970: A STUDY OF

EDITORIAL OPINION ON EDUCATION IN

THREE BLACK NEWSPAPERS

Buutap, Nguyenphuc mot

'LEdIS1ATION, PUBLIC OPINION, AND plE

PRESS: 0 INTERRELATIONSW REFLECTED

IN THE NEW YORK TIMES' REPORTING OF

THE ABORTION ISSUE.

Cullen, George Edward, J .

TALKING TO A WHIRLWIND: TH LOYALIST

PRINTERS IN AMERICA, 1763-1783

Eveslege, Thomas Eugene

TOWARD AN INTEGRATED MODEL FOR

ASSESSING COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL

CIRCUIT COURT DECISIONS: PRIOR

RESTRAINT IN RAMC SCHOOLS
1.

. e 4

Gaddis, Haskell 0.

JOURNALISM'CAREER PREPARATION:

OPINIONS or SELEGTED'NEWSPAPER

EDITORS VERSUS.THOSE OF HEADS OF

AGEJ-AGGREDITED NEWS-EDITORIAL

JOURNALISM SEQUENCES

'N.

Garrison, MaKtin Bruce

THE VIDEO DISPLAY TERMINWAND THE

COPY EDIWR: A CASE STUDY OF

ELECTRONIC EDITING AT THE MILWAUKEE

JOURNAL

Harper, Joseph McGarvey

THE NEWSPAPER FIRM: A COMPUTER

13IMULATION APPROACH '.

Harris, Lyle Evex-ett,'Sr.

ThE LIMITATIONS OF INVESTIGATIVE

REPORTING: A HISTORY OF THE CASE OF

tERVANW V. WALSH AND TIME, INC.

Kern, Montague

THE PRESIDENCY AND 1ME PWS: JOHN

F. KENNEDY'S FOREIGN POLICY CRISES

AND THE POLITICS OF NEWSPAPER COVERAGE

1

La Follette, Marcel Evelyn Chotkowski

AUTHORPT% PROMISE, AND EXPECTATION: .

THE IMAGEg OF SCIENCE AND SCIENTISTS

IN AMERICAN POPULAR MAGAZINES, 1910-

1955
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Langlois, Papela.Frances Stent

THE FEMININE PRESS IN ENGLAND AND

FRANCE: 1875-1900

i

Lee, Sang-Chul

:um JAPANESE IMAGE PROJECTED IN

FOUR U. S. DAILIES OVER A 5IXTY-

SEVEN YEAR PERIOD (1905-1972)

MeKerns, Joseph Patrick

BENJAMIN PERLEY POORE OF THE BOSTON

JOURNAL: HIS LIlt AND TtMES AS A

WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENT, 1850-1887

Mahon, Dennis John. _

THEORETICAL CHANGE AND NEWSPAPE

CONTENT: THE DIOCESAN PRESS AND

VATICAN II

.

Ir.1

'Ayers, Roger Allen

0- THE TRAINING-OF SCIENCE NEWS

REPORTERS

Parrish, .Fred Stanford ?
NA

Ei

IONAL SURVEY OF DESIRABLE EWA-

TI NAL PREPARATION.FOR ASPIRING

N SPAPER *REPORTERS

Ragulsky, FrarirAndrew

A COMPARISON OF THE'PRODUCTION COSTS

OF COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS,

Steiner, Linda Claire

THE WOMEN'S SUFFRAGE PRESS: 1850-

1900: A CULTURAL ANALYSIS

SummerH, Norma.Sharou

BENJAMIN FRANKLINPR,INTING ENTREPRENEUR

Tadayon, Mohamad

THE IMAGE OF IRAN IN THE NEW YORK

TIMES: "A CONTEN.T\ANALYSIS

Taylor, Sally

THE LIFE, WORK, AND TIMES OF WALTER

DURANTY, MOSCOW CORRESPONDENT FOR

THE NEW YOE& TEMES, 1921-1941

Tibbetts, Sylvia-Lee

SEXISM IN CHILDREN'S MAGAZINES

Viehe, Carl Armin

AN ASSESSMENT OF COVERAGE OF NATI AL

AND INTERNATIONAL RELIGIOUS NEWS,

THE TWO DAILY NEWSPAPERS IN BUFFAL

- NEW YORK

Willi'ams, Gilbert Anthony

THE A.M.E. CHRISTIAN RECORDER: A 'AN.

FORUM FOR THE SOCIALIDEALS OF BLACK

AMERICANS, 1854-1902

, \

Wright,%fohn Dryburgh

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR THE TRAIN-

ING OF.JOURNALISTS: TWENTY-FIVE
,

YEARS OF PROGRESS AND pROBLEMS
Schmidt, Dorothy (Dorey)

MAGAZINES IN AMERICAN CULTURE: AN

ANTHOLOGY

Sims, Norman Howard 4.

HE. CHIG'AGO STYLE OF JOURNALISM.'

Yadegari, Mohammad

:THE ROLE OF IRANIAN "EMIGRANT PRESS

IN THE DEVELCWMENT OF IRANIAN JOUR-

NALISM
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ITIF- NIGERIAN PRINS UNDER MILITARY RULE
Order No. 8005629

ASMARA, DOYINSO1A AMOtA, Pit 6. Stale Untversity ofNew York' at

Ruffalb, 1979 123pp

Following the prvasive wave of military Inters enUons in African
politics bemning in November 1965 , it is fairly evident that the military, ita
the new executive branch of government and following the traditional and
historical pattern of A fncan governments involvement with their press .
system, will evolve new press policies. The. question then is whaf are the
limits of press transformationsvhich military [tile can bringabout in West
Africa? To seek an answer to this question Nigeria is chosen for a case study
typifyihg. to a large extent, a West Africass country under a military rule.

Nigeriashares with other West African countries similar political and
press system development. In particular, most West A fncan countries are
now under mihtary rule and are faced with thparaniount task of finding*
format for press'military relationk approptiaVto their social structures. The
idea of this study on one level is to use Nigeria as a case study to isolate the
basic factors affecting press-military relations. These factors could then serve
as a basis for generahz.ations which fliture similar research in other West
African countries win confirm or refute. And on another lei el the study
wiecificatly traces the historical sequence of pren-military relations in the
Nigerien environment.

Findings. The study shows that the interrelationship betv.reen the
military government and the press is not monolithic or simple

The greatest source of conflict between the military and the press is the
authoritarian nature of the military which seems to be in conflict with press

,operation that is based on the idea of "open forum of debate". While the
press *told like to be the spokesman of the people, the military .

government tants to define the press role in terms of its (government's)
goads. The military does not believe in plurality of opinions which
purportedly is the trademark of the Press. Under the militarY regime social-. .

problems are perceived aststrategic problems, where goals are qsually clear
arid only the methods of solving them are open to any amount of debate.
Beyond that. Once decisions are takeli, they are expected to be carried out
promptly without dissent Of criticism.

Theoretical Implications. The major question of theoretital implication
is: what special characteristics distinguish military-press relatibn from the
dvilian-preSs relation? Under the surface of kaleidoscopic chapges and
adaptations that are discussed in the study i e., new Press legislatures, re-
organization of ownership, government relationship with the Press has
remained basically thesame under the military and civilian regimes. Both
governments sought to control the Press, howbeit through different
methods! .

!The role of the K. ess as perceived by the jounialists differs under the two
forms of governme t The military government, being a Corrective regime,
b held more accountable for its policies. And without the parliamentary
procedures, the Press felt it had to Rlay the role of the people's parliament.
Thus the confrontations between the.Press and the military regime have
been more intensed and publicized than those under the civilian regime.
The Prea was not the opposition party under the civilian regime. . .

One implication for thebry, therefore, is that the Press cannot be ignored
as an important intervening agent in the third world countries with military.
goVernments. The Prcss remains the single most _important aspect of
democratic. lif! which the military have had to adapt themselves to. '

..
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THE AGRARIAN MYTH IN EIG TEENTH AND NINETEENTH-
CENTURY AMERICAN MAGAZINES order No. 800413$

, &AMON, LYNNH, PH.D. University Of firballta-ChOMpaign, 1919.

359pp.

FOr centuries, fanning has bvn praised and celebrated because it was
believed to offer a man more ind*. cndence, security, moral and spiritual
tatisfactioo and* closer relationship with God and nature than any other
occupation. The tradition of agrarian praise is as old as the Greeks and
'Romans. But elements of the Classical rhetoric were adopted and revised-by
madieval.and Renaissance Writers, French PhysiOcrats, English aristocrats.
Romantics, conservationists, suburbanites and numerous others, who; fir
one reason or another, were enamored with nature, land or rural lift.

The niost important event for the American history' of the agrarian myth
wee the discovery andlsettlement of the New World, which promised to (
make the dream of a new agrarian paradise a reality. The American
tentinerst with its abundant land seemed destined to be &Inuit agticultural
alltitle. The moms of the.Revolution and the enthirsiastic support of
ilt0Mas Jefferson, America's foremost agrarian democrat, and other
Nundersi who ideMilied farming with democracy, save a special sancdon
to the papal way otlife that did much to ensure and advance its prestige.

The beginning of every age in America was proclaimed the Age of the
farmer Now at last he would he iecognized and awarded the status in
society that he so richly deserved Yet the promised recognition seemed to
remain always in the future Meanwhile, America steadily grew away from
her simple agrarian past .

This study compares and conuasts material gatheled from magazines of
threatime periods: the 1780's and 90's, the 1830's and 40's and the 1880's
and 90's The maginnes are Amencan general interest rAcellanies, and the
matdrial consists of essays, speeches, poems and stories that deah with
farmers, agnculture, land, nature, country or rural hfe

Tracing the altitudes, unages, ideas and feelings suriounding farmers%
end farm life over a 120-yeal period leaiis to the conclusion that while the
traditional rhetoric praising the farmer continued almost unabated, there
was a steady erosioo of the foundatiovOaf the agninan myth beginning.even
in the late eighteenth century, in JeflIrson's day Cities grew, industry
flourished. By the 1840's, the businessman emerged as the model of the

.

SUCCeSsfi/1 man. Even the tradition-bound world of the farmer was
influenced by the ways of science and business: by the 1880's, they were
generally considered to bc the ways of the flnure and the farmer, like 1110011
men of his age, wanted to be pan of the future 1 e agranan cieed, whi4
was founded so firmly in the past, was seen as holiling the farmer back aid
was bitterly resented and'condemned by many late nineteenth-century
farmers.

Yet the continuing emotional &pilot of the agrarian myth ensured that
the myth survived, in various forms, eCen into the twentieth century. It
endured because it seems to promise man a simple, natural, satisfying way
of life. This vision became all the more attractive as America became more
urban, industrialized, modem and4omplex and moved ever farther away
from her chenshed agricultural beginnings.

BLACK NEWSPAPERS AND BLACK EDUCA I-ION IN ANWRICA,
1960.1970: A STUDY OF EDITORIAL OPINION ON
EDUCATION IN 1 !MEE BLACK NEWSPAPERS

Order No. 8(01416

BROWN, LENA BOYD, Finn Rutgers University The State U. of New Jersey
(New Brunswkk), 1979. 141pp. Chairperson: James E. Wheeler

This study is a qualitative, critical examination of the editorial opinion
on education in three black newspapers between 1960 and 1970. The
newspapers which provide the focus of this study arc the New Yprk
Amsterdam News, Chicago Defender, and the Norfolk Journaland Guidt

' The study assumes that black newspapers maintained their historical protest
tradition against the denial of human and civil rights for black Americans
during the 1960's. The protest tradition emerged, as such, with the first issue
of Freedom's Journal and continued as a m'ajor theme of the black
Americans. Within this context, then, the basic objective of this study has
been to examine the editorial opinion of the three black newspapers on
educational issues that confronted the black community during the pitied.

Specifically, the issues which are examined include editorial and column
opinion on: segregation and discrimination in public schools and colleen,
biased textbooks, school finances, open admissions, quality education, bladt
'studies, the brain drain of black students and faculty from predominantly
black cages, and demands by black students for a relevant black
university. In addition, the study raises certain questibns about the black
press and education of black Americans. !low did the black press define and
interpret the issues? What effects did the protest taCtics of the black student
movement have on the historical brotest tradition of the black press? Did
the black press o(fer a consistent philosophy of echscation? If So, WU its
philosophy compatible with the needs of the larger black coinmunity".+ What
was the-nature of the editorialsatd column opinion of the black press?
Withih this context, the study ern hasizes black press opinion as it relates to
the question of education for blac people in American society. The
editorialand column commen is examined within the historical
framework of black education and the historical protest tradition of the
black pre3s. The manner in which the black press addressed these issues
reflected, more or less, the viability of its protest tradition.

The study cimicludes that the protest of the black press during the 1960's
was consistent with its histOrical tradition. As such, it was both militant and
COnsereative on the educational ksues. It offered a militant prOtest
integrated educational opportunities which wits based on its Historical
protest tradition. Siinilarly, its conservative protest which was based also on .

the historical tradition, was manifested by a lack of response to some of the
separatist-oriented educational issueS of the decade. In the final ;bialys*
then, educational protest in- the black prbss reflected middle-class values and
principlee, the need for "practice' measures in order to achieve NU
citizenship and human rights, dignity, and actibn. Moreover, its stand' fbt
and against the issues was influenced liirgely by its historical protest
tradition.



LEGISLATION, PUBIcC OPINION, AND *111E PRESS: AN
INTERRELATIONSHIP REFLECTED IN THE NEW YORK

TIMES REPORTING OF 11W. ABORTION ISSUE

Butrrar, NOUYENPIIM. Pit I) The University of Chicago. 1979

Tbis research attempts to clarify the relationship between legislative
action. public opinion, and the news ttellnetit of public issues It is
interesting to know whether legal changes have been made in response to
the evolution of public opinion or if public attitudes and behavior alter to
reflect the laws Also, what is the role of the press in the deve4hent of the
relationship between people and the legislation'? The abortion issue in the

United States, in many aspects, reflects the tnadic interaction between legal

changes, public opinion and the mats media. The coexistence of opposite
and conflicting feelings about abortion is not new In the current American
scene, this heriuge is sharpened by disjunctures between three elements
that build up the controversy: public policy in terths of advance and
withdrawal in law reform, public opinion determined by individual
behavior and group morality, and the role of mass media in catalyzing the

dilemma
This study chooses the New York Times (NYT) as the specific medium

for investigating the communicational avect of abortion. Two chteria-
thorOughneit and objectivity-would justify the choice pf the NY1 for a
study of abortion as reported in the,press. One of the uselkil tools available
to this kind of research is content analxsis, "a technique for the objective,
sYSteMatic and quantitative description of the content of communication."

The analysis of abortion reporting in the NY-r shows that the trends in
mportings reflected the suddenness of different steps taken by the legislation
toward legalization Abornon reportings hardly appear to have a
prominence in the pagination of the newspaper. News reporting consiituted
the core of abortion reporting in the NYT. Interpretative reportings -

(editorial, essay, bookreview) and opinion reportings (letter to the editor)
appeared only late, when the controversy was built up. Besides, several
events having an obvious impact on attitudes towardjibortion were
neelected by the Times If one reads the Times looking for indiceS of public
opinion change, one has no way of knowing whether the public would greet
a change in abortion law negatively or favorably from the outset of World
War II to thabeginning of the 60's.

Two central groups of:findings vis-a-vis the theoreticat orientations have
retained the researcher's attention. With regard to the relationships between
Law and public opinion, solid indications have been assFmNed to support
the view that law can mold, in many aspects, public attitode. Biit data also
suuest that inome instances, public opinion iS net responsive to law
changes. and 141 may not necessarily bring about attitude change. With
regard to the reflecting or catalyzing role of the press toward socialichange,

analysis has found that the Times did serve merely as a reflection of events
occuning in the period of reform movement leading to legalized abortion.
Nowhere, the assumed opinion leader role of the press in the abortion
reform movement can be clearly shown.

TALKING TO A WHIRLWIND:
IN AMERICA, 1763-1783

CVLLEN, Geoge Edward, Jr.,
sity, 1979. 761pp.

THE LOYALIST PRINTERS
Order No. 8000217

Ph.D. West VirgCniX'Univer-

This dissertation tells the story of the Loyalist printers cif
Revolutionary America. They numbered 34, varying in degree
from those who adhered* the crown as a matter of principle,
to thoee whO merely wanted to be on the winning side, and still
others whose loyaliem was due to circumstances of time and
place. No atteMpt has been made to provide a blanket "why'
for the actions of the Loyalifit printers; each ih treated as the
individual he was and the reasons for his actions are examined
on that basis.

At one time or another between 1783 and 1783 no fewer
'than 20 newspapers in nine American colonies were either
totally loyal to the crown or at least had Loyalist sympathies
toward the 'various controversies which led to the outbreak of
fighting In 1775. There I. no better testimony to the lack of
unity during the Revolutionary Oars than the facts that in 1775
there were 15 Loyalist newspapers and that at no time were
trwEir than six being published. From 1781 to,1783 eight papers
extetinued to support the royal cause even though Yorktown had
brotight an end to offensive war by Britain and American inde-
pendence was practically aseured.

S.
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This dissertation.does not pretend to be a general history
of the period/ kt was written by a journalist for thystother
)ournalists and historians who have sollio specializetrthterest
in the subject. For this reason, some knowledge of the events
about which the Loyalist printers were concerned is assumed
AM no attempt has been made to explain or analyze the origin
and progress of the events themselves. What is explored in
this study is huw the events were viewed by the Loyalist print-
ers and how they interprete(fthein to their readers.

The organization is chronological and sectional. Where
Loyalist prihters,were able to continue during the war in cities
occupied by the Llritish army, these contributions have been
examined separately from their pre-war activities. Within

rtunity to !isolate each
ir contributions to

to present the most

this framework, which provides an
paper and its printers and to anal
loyallsm, this dissertation hae e

complete stud); yet done of all of t a men and one woman
who opposed the rebellion 'in every stage of its rise and prog-
ress, at the risque ol our Lives and Forhines.' In doing this,
extesseive um, has been made of the newspapers themselves to
peas ee what these printers were telling their reade , whether
facts, opinion., exaggerations, or outright lies. EIgtsenth
century spellings and misspellings have been prese as
they appeared originally in all caws.. Use of asic' 14bHs
avoided except where confusion might otherwise occur.

The tido of this dissertation is not.semething which was
concocted by the author just as an. attention-getting device. It
*as the fnistrated ory of Peter Oliver, last royal chief justice
of the Massachusetts superior cdurt, who believed the people
wore being misled by the popular leaders, but that 'To attempt
to undeceive them was talking to a whirlwind."

TOWARD AN INTEGRATED MODEL FOR ASSESSING
COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL CIRCUIT COURT DECISIONS: .

PRIOR RESTRAINT IN PUBLIC SCHOOIS Order No. 1004038

EvESIAGE, Tnomids EUGENE, PH.D. Southern Illinois University et
Corboadale. 1979. 261pp. Maior Professor: Dr. Robert Trager

Most studies ofihow.coutt decisions filter to affected parties have
involved the Sul:ire/lie Court and compliant behavior. In this study, an issue
dealt with differentially by.federal circuit courts-Prior restraint of MO
school publications-was examined to identify factors related to the ammint
of awareness and noncompliance affected school personnel reveal.

The principal and newspaper adviser in 76 public high schools In the
Second and Fourth Circuits were surveyed. Data helped test eight research
hypotheses and examine relationships between corollary variables and .)

awareness and compliance. No significant difference was elpected between
principals and advisers in awareness of and compliance with the law. More

awareness. but also more noncomelliance, was expected among respondents
In the Second Circuit, which has tended to support school authorities, while
the Fourth Circuit has supported students. Also, awareness was thOueht riot
to be a reliable predictor of noncompliOce.

The 38 schools in each circuit were randomly selected from lists of lute
or small schbols (± 578 students) in large.and small citih (± 50.000 people).
Tetephonjng was done in February 1979. Survetdata proved inadequate f or

ncompliance among advisers. No signifint difference across
circuits wu fotind in awareness scores of either group. Awareness was not a
reliable predictor of compliance and awareness scores did not differ
significantly between Principles and advisers.

Impact literature, the theoretical basis for much of this study, suggests
'that many factors may influence one's reaction to court decisions. More
infbnnatIon dame by examining the corollary variables. Circuit and
respondent role appeared to be inadequate predictors when lower coon
decisions on stUdent rights were involved. But awareness was related to.
several other variables. Professional training, daily responsibilities and
acilvides, contact with or knowledge ot other orginizations that share the
phenomenon under investigation, ind professional enrichment through
reading or attendance A relevant meetings seem to provide dues to
understanding why some officials are aware and'others are not. The amount
pf related training, length of experience, personal confrontation over the
issue, message of the courts, and hequency of' related cburt decisions marn
to 14 related to compliance/noncompliance.

Thia study suggests that awareness is a prerequisite, but not a predictor
of Compliance. Awareness of the law on prior restraint was quite
widespread. The one majot indication of coMpliance was the adoption of
procedural guidelines, which the courts have said are required for psior

*v.



review by sebool officials Where the courts have relayed this message
frequently (the Fourth Circuit), schools reported procedural guideline
mote often; and in schools where such guidelines existed, there were fewer
indications of prior restraint behavior.

Professional meetings were tht primary source of student rights
information for advisers; professional publications provided principals that
information. The study suggested that the tone and interpretations of court
messages by intermechaHes may he more reliable predictors of response
than the messages themselves Roth respondent groups recorded some
backlash behavior A contextual field study is needed to get a more
meaningful evaluation of the awareness and compliance,phenomena.

JOURNALISN1 CAREER PREPARATION: OPINIONS OF
SELECTED NF.WSPAPER EDITORS VERSUS -I110SE OF 11F.ADS
OF ACE.1- ACCREDITED NEWS-EDITORIAL JOURNALISM
SEQUENCI Order No. 8013011

'GADDis, Hassrll 0 , En D Oklahonw State University. 1979 191pp

Scope of Study. This dissertation identifies and interprets the mean
agreement levels a sample of newspaper editors and journalism school
administrator's displayed for statement.s pertaining to several dimensions of
news'editorial journalism education_ These dimensions included Yeriwyed
versus Expected levels of skills of news-editorial graduates, the vahous roles
ofjournalism education, the organization of journalism education, and the
professtonalization of journalism education Ilypothiqically, it wa3-tssumed
that Editors and Educators would display significantly-different mean .

agreement scores on these dimensions The.differences and similarities
between the agreement of the sample groups were assumed to be iniilortant
in the formulation of improved news-editorial journalism education

Findings and Conclusions Educators and Editors did indeed vary
signifitantly on 46 percent of the items comprisifig the survey instrument. In
all but three cases, however, the difference wal indegree, not in direction.
Educators agreed journalism graduates had had "hands on" experiences
with electronic newsroom equipment, had aacquatelnowledge oclocal
government, and had had adequate laboratory experience in reporting
techniques. Editois.agreed with these propositions On all other issues.
Educators and Editors were either statistically alike or they leaned in the
same directiOn to statistically different degrees General conclusions were
that these edqcators and these Editors expected graduates to display
adequate reporting skills to successfully perform the wks of beginning

'reporters and, at the sate time, have attribute skills and attitudet which
would make it likely they would improve the quality of newSpapeis in the
public interest.

THE VIDEO DISPLAY TERMINAL AND THE COPY EDITOR: A
CASE STUDY

\OF
ELECTRONIC EDITING AT THE MILWAUKEe

JOURNAL Order No. 8004039

GARRISON, MARIIN BRUCE, PH.D. Southern Illinois University Of
Cabana*, 1979. 263pp. Major'Professor: Ronald E. Ostnan

Th is study explored the decision-making of daily newspaper copy editors
using the video display terminal component of an electronic reporting and
editing system. The study descriptively analyzes the copy desks of The
Milwaukee Journal, through extensive interviewing of all ft111-time and part-
time liopy editors on the national, stee, and metropolitan obpy desks, and
through content analysis and participant field observation.

&tense the literature in editing, particularly in electnenic editing. is
Kant. the study attenipted to explore a number A' the variables identified in
gidekeeping 'Ind other related editor decision making literature developed
befbre the beginning of the electronic editing era for U,S. newspapers. The
literature generated a set of research questions which were used to
formulate an extensive serni-su-uctured interview questionnaire. The.
instnnwent was administered to 31 copy editors. The literature also led to
divelopostnt of content categories for analysis of putlithed content before
lastalladon of the electronic editing system and after the inttallation,
betWeim 1974-76 and 1976-78. The pivotal datl wss May 24, 1976, the day
The Journal changed over to its Hendrix reporting and editing system.
karts* also employed two types of participant field observation, in which
the'readarther observed the electronic editing decision making and editing
talk letion on the national desk by three copy editors, and on the

z

desk by a Single coPy editor. BOth field observations gathered
detc dudng eight-hour editing shifts.

The dissenadon was designed to develop grounded.theory. After data
gathering. a theoretical model of the decision making process ol copy

editors using the electronic editing system at The Journal was plresented,
and a series of propositions developed from the model were presented 6
six-level model illustrating cdpy editor decision making identified these
divisions: ( I) the original story in hard copy form; (2) the video display
terminal electronic version of the story; (3) the senes of content decisions;
(4) the edited electronic version of the story; (5) the series of headline
decisions; and (6). tht completed electronic veriion of the story. The second
ioodel presented installs the first model into a larger context, and depicts the
video display terminal decision Making cycle when an electronic version of a
stoiy proceeds through three sets of evaluailve gates, the copy desk rink the
copy desk slot, and the tle Ws editor A series of propositions follows from the
two models

The data gathered generated a series of conclusions,regarding electronic
editing tasks per forniecl decision making, anti the inipact oftechnology on
the editing process

a

THE NEWSPAIIIR l-IRM: A (OMM II R SDIULATION
APPROACH Order No. 8009865

liaamt, Jason; McGisavry, Pit I) The ilmversity of Tel-as at Austin,
1979. 316pp Supervimrs: Ernest Shaipe and Roy !tarns

"The pnmary puipose of this iescarch project was to develop and test a
mathematical model of a newspaper financial system The model is in the
form of a series of equations that can generate predicted newspaper
profit/loss statements from a number of exogenous %rambles of an
economic and demographic nature

Data from the newspaper industry was used in formulating the
equations that make up the model The key equations to predict circulation
and advertising linage were derived through multiple regression analysis.
The model was used to simulate the Profit/loss statements for two kctual
newspapers, and the test of the validity of the model was the comparison
between the predicted and actUal profit/loss statements.

This project sumsts how the systems apptoach can be employed to
study the newspaper financial operation The project has theoretical
implications in the opportunities to develop and refine newspaper
management phnciples aod to study the dynamics of newspaper financial
systems. In addition, thereare practical applimtions that are expected to be
of value to newspaper managers and to educators teaching newspaper
management For the newspaper manager, the model can be used in
financial planning, for example, in simulating the impact of rate changes on
revenues and expenses. For the educator,-the model can be used a$ the basis
for a newspaper management game and as an illustration of how the systans
approach applies to thcnewspaper financial system. .

, THE LIMITATIONS' OF INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING: A
HISTORY CIF THE CASE, OF CERVANTES V. WALSH AM)
TIME.. INC. Order No. 80023611

HAWS. LYLE Evragrr, SR., PICO, 'University of Missouri Cohmthia,197f.
315pp. Supervisor: Dr. William H. Taft

This dibertation is a history of the events and incidents sunounding the
libel case of Cervantes v. Walsh and Time, Inc. It is an examination Oldie
methods writer Denny Walsh used in his investigative reporting and Odle
methods the editors used in preparing Walsh's story for publication in the
29 May 1970 issue of Life. The story alleged that Mayor Alfonso Cervantes
ont. Louis had "ties" to organized crime. Cervantes denied the charges and
med the writer and magazine for $12 million. The court dismissed the due
on summary judgment because the mayor could not prove that Walsh
diowed reckless ddregard for whether his information was false or not. That
'decision, which was denied reviewed by the United States Supreme Court,
did not evaluate whether Walsh's charges were in lila true or false.*

The study begins by exaAlining the Press in St. Louis and the majors
relationship with the two daily newspapers from the time he took until
the I* story was published. The background shows that the St Louis ,

Glok- Democrat, for whick Walsh was a reporter until 1968, and the Post-
Dispatch hanfIled a pletholli of news about the mayor and his associatet
showing the negative as well is the positive side of his political caner. Alter

inview of some of the stories and editorials about Cervantes' pertbrmancv"
the dissertation turns to an examination of the methods Walsh 'and the I,.//k
editon used in handling this story. Aen important aspect Of the examinadoe
is that much of the material in Walsh's story already had been printed the
St. Louis dailies. Walsh had offered part of the information to the Globe-
Democrat while he was a reporter there. That section, which Life printed,
allesedly placed the mayor in direct contact with members of organized



aims. The publisher of the Globe- bernocruotorejected the information,
however, after Other writers could not con rate Walsh's information In
fact some information conuedicted Walsh's details.

In Ilse depositions taien by Cervantes' attorney for the libel suit, Walsh
and the editors were obligated to answer thousands of questions about the
methods used in preparing the article Cervantes' attorney further had
excess to Walsh's background notes and his information gained through
unidendfled informers for the rederal Bureau of Investigation This
information provided a rare and valuable source- -volumes long-for this
dissertation. The information, gathered under judicial auspices with
attorneys for both sides present during the questioning, gave the researcher
bets and insighlt that probably could not have been obtained any other
way.

The dissertation finds that Walsh's Methods of investigative reporting,
when evaluated against standards used by other professionals in the field.
were based op shaky ground-The magazine editors failed to challenge his
interpretatiohs or examine his source of information with their own eyes.

The dissertation also looks at the ramifications from the story,' and the
reactions to it from the St. Louis community. It finds that while Cervantes'
political career was damged by Welsh's story, many other factors of years
'apolitical office also played against him lie sought a third term, showed a
strong following, but lost in the primacy. Political veterans from St Louis
attributed the mayor's loss 1.0 many other element9 in addition to the story,
in LVe.

The dissertation. which also examines the court suit and certain aspects
of organized crime, concludes with guidelines for investigative reporters.
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THE 'PRESIDENCY AND THE PRE--SS: JOHN F. KENNEDY'S
FOREIGN POLICY CRISES AND THE POLITICS OF
NEWSPAPER COVERAGE Order No. 8006%7

KERN, Mowractle, PH.D. The Johns llopkins University, 1979 496pp.

This study examines the press-presidential relationship in a policy
context and in reiation to other categories of influence on newspapers:
public opinion, interest groups, politicians, forqign governments and the

prestige press. In contrast to much of the previous literature, the press is not
examined as a homogeneous entity. Newspapers with different resources
.devoted to foreign policy coverage, constituencies, editorial directions and
relationships to the Kennedy Administration were examined

The concept of the dress as a reflective institutionsmerged from this
analysia It was found that the press is reflective because reporters, editors
and columnists are affected not only by their professional setting, but also
by their political environment In terms of the press-presidential
relationship, this means that the pressure Which the press pints a President
comes as the result trf reaction to questions raised by other for in the
*dept. The determining factor is thus not so Toth wh er the press
exercises influence on the President as whether there are. litical forcesat
work on an issue.

There ari three reasons the press is a reflecave institution. The timing'of
issues in the press is determined by governmtesniutqdomesoc politicians
and the various publicsiwith which journalis deal. Which forces are

lbriportent varies by newspaper. The press is also reflective due to the fact
that Journalism is affected by journalistic value judgments. Publishers,
editors and columnists often take positions for reasons based not so much

on thp merits of an issue as on support for a politician or a party. Editorial
views in newspapers reflectpublisher biases. Ideological journalistic values
along the liberal-conservative sPectnen affect the choice of sources and
access on the part of journalists to the White House as to other politicians.
Columnists turn to sources they agree with more frequently than do
reporters whose writing is more effected by beat assignments.

The press is also reflective because newspapers have to pitch their
Overage to their readerships in order to be read. There is variation among
newspapers on three readership-oriented dimensions: There is a popular
press, an elite establishment oriented press and a Washington-oriented
prem. These factors also affect pewspapers' coverage of news and opinion.

The fact that the press is a 'reflective institution affects the President's
ability to Influence it. It means that presidential inftuence varies according
to the nature and effectiveness of the other forces in the society which are in
competitioq with him. Politicians are their chief rivals. Interest groups with
a similar panisan appeal or potential for-conflict or power may also have a
similar influence on the press, although this has not..been treated in this
udy. Foreign opinion, whether governipental or private, rarely represents
at:hallow to-a President. This.is because, under most circumstances,
foreign 4ws are either ignored or taken into accountonly on a highly
sekitive Wsis. Foreign coverage is focused through a domestic prism.

Press stlategies ran enhance a Ple%Ident's ability to influence the press
What constitutes pool snineE v vai ies tlilouFli time Press strategies are
not. howei et. the sole determinantis of presidential 0(.0 eness with the
preis

Despite sir milt esitleni laLlciship on nisi% issues . t o c9nstellations
yA)

of forces [nos oke an eflecti%c pots;"challenet to a President e first occurs
during a period of indension on a popular issue The Preside t experiences
pressure from within his Administratipi, some questioning f m within his
own pans. and a critique from both the modelate bipartisan and
conservative branches of the political opposition as well The second
constellation of forces is more purely partisan and involves the expkiltation
by the opposition of a popular issue during an election campaign, misted
by an interest group with wind) the public can identlf}' -

AUTHIDIRITY, PROMISE, AND EXPECTATION: THE IMAGES
OF SCIENCE AND SCIENTISTS IN AMERICAN POPULAR
MAGAZINES, 1910-1955 Order No. 8000667

LA FOLLETTE, Marcel Evelyn Chotkowski, Ph.D. Indiana
UnWersity, 1979. 404pp.

This thesis examines the public image of American eel-
ewe and scientists and the relationship of the mass media to
development al that image, through content analysis of non-
fiction articles on science published in a stratified random
sample (3316 issues) of eleven American general-content pop-
ular magazines, 1910-1955. The statistical data show that
the number of articles increased significantly in the mid-
1910's, declined in the 1430's and, although by the late 1940's
and 1950's the number had again increased,-by 1955 it was
only two-thirds of the 1928 peak. Thirty percent of all arti-
cles diecussed biological science; 23%, physics; 7%, ahem-
lofty; 7%, astronomy. Of all articled, 62% were oriented to-
ward iseues; 20%; toward people. Scientists wrote most
frequently about issues; 28% of all scientist authors wrote
abaft a subject outside their own training or expertise. In
the 1930's the percentage of science articles that were biogra-
phic, increased, then declined through 1955. Most biographies
described white males, biologists or phydicists, and research-
ers in universities. No biographies of female scientists ap-
peared in the sample until 1925 (and none betWeen 1927-1184);
no female scientist authttrs, until 1924. Less than r) al arti-
cles by scientists were written by females.

Characteristics oi scientists and science that act for and
against interaction with the Media are discussed. Eighteen
scientists who were both authors of articles and subjects of
biographies are identiffed AB °visible' in popular magasines
in particular eras; the twelve most prominent science journal-
ists in the period are also listed. During the late 1930's and
early 1940's, when the number of science articles declined,
the proportion written by scientists declined and the propor-
tion by science journalists rose, while the proportion by other,
journalists showed no similar trends. As Ihtpercentage of
scientists rose in the mid-1,940'a, the percennge of soience
journalists declined, indicating that a form of replacement
may have occur red.

The image of a scientist emphasized an intellect that Int
him apart from and above the non-scientist and stressed quali-
ties et strength, endurance, patience, perseverance, and un-
limited energy. The prevalent image of scienWic virtue as
its own reward implied that scientists toiled for some meta-
physical or altruistic reason rather than for economic or .
other motives. In the 1930's and 1940's, tbe image of the eel-
entist's methods changed from emphasis on action and physi-
cal activity to a more reflective and cerebral image.. Similar
chary...occurred awny from accounts of the researcher's daily
routine and work environment andtoward analysis of empiri-
cal rcasoning, apd the theori, constructice, or implicatiops of
now malitods and result*. The thesis &leo identifies images of
the *legitimacy' of science, difference between science
and technology, and the limi ol science, and analyzes bilges,
common In criticism a act ce.

9



In 1010-1955, mass media discussion of science combined
extensive reporting on ths actual results of science, promises
and prediction', that science would cure any social problem,
and images of scientists as omniscient, powerful, well-meaning,
and heroic, to develop climate of exaggerated expectations

- of what sciencecould do for and to society.

THE FEMININE PRESS IN ENGLAND AND FRANCE: 1875 -

1900 Order No:8004947

IANOLOIS, PA M ELA 1&4MCFS S TENT , PH D University of Massi7chusetts,
1979. 460pp. Director: Professor Michael Wolff

The years between 1875 and 1900 saw the publication of over 210
magazines for women on either side of the English Channel: a tremendous
advance on anything which had gone before in this pariicular section of tpe-
press and one which paralleled expansion in the industry in general, as
technological advance and'the growth of popular literacy combihed to
improve producuve capacity, reduce pnces, and increase the potential
audience for cheap literature At the same time, wolnen in both England
and France were experiencing a broadening of their educational and
professionel opportunities, as well as the gradull alleviation of their legal
and civil disabilities. These changes wefe theoesult of pressure from a
growing feminist movement-and from the shifting econoroic and social
needs in a period of rapid industrialization and urbanization

This dissertation leeks to determine what factors contrihuted to the
particular nature and evolution of women's magazines in each country, and
to examine the latter for indications of changes in women's roles, life-styles,
and ma* concerns. lnajacular, it analyzes the extent of ordinary
women's awareness of feminist issues and their consequent response to the
movement for female emancipation.

Similar numbers hid wide discrepancies in the state of the industry, its
rate of development, and the nature of the 'audience for women's penodkals
in England and France. Despite a growing influx of service features, French'
women's magazines remained essentially fashion-oriented and geared tb the
needs of a bou'rgeols'elientele for most of the period. Produced by smell"
finds which were slow to adapt to modern publishing techniques, their high
prices and general orientation restricted their appal for a wider audience.
By contrast. English Magazines were notable for their increasing variety and
diversified appeal. Publishers and advertisers recognized the tremendous
cemmercial potential of a female audience and sought to exploit it by
pmducing journals geared to the needs and tastes of all classes of wortle/1.
The big leap fonvards came in the 18901 when Hannswonh, among others,
abandoned the ides that popular literature should be "improving" and
conceal:gad on entertainment and mass sales.

Over the years, the prevalent image of woman in the journals shifted
from that of society queen and domestic goddess to professional housewife
and potantiarcareer woman. English niagazines kept their readers abreast of
the ranipaigns for women's legal and civic emancipation, and sponsored the
anprovement of their educational and professional opportunities as a mails
of providing alternative employment for those who did notmarry. Similar
*anon was virtually non-existent in Frince outside of feminist jourfatleas,
fOr historic reasons, feminism was regarded as a "dangerous" doctrine.
Posibly also, French middle-class women, living in a more traditional
society where their participation in the family business or trade was not yet .

defunct. and where religion provided an acceptable alternative vocation, fah
less dissatisfaction with their lot than their English counierpans.

Despite a growing awareness of the new possibilities opening up fbr
women, these were not yet sufficiently attractive in either country to
outweigh the traditional goals of marriage and a family. Indeed, during this
perierd the domestic ideal intensified rather than diminished, although it
now encompassed the idea of a capable and confident woman rather than a
ministoring angel. By urging their readers to aspire to higher levels of
educatiCe and domestic performance in order to justify their dolma to equal
rasped and status in the maniage panpership, womenft journals
encouraged an idea of domesfic feminism which potentially held greater
rewards kr women at that time, since it placed the highest valu
wersan't ouditional roles and contribution tb society.

ME JAPANESE IMAGE PR6JECTED IN FOUR U. S. DAILIES
OVER A SIXTY-SEVEN YEAR l'ERIOD (1905.1972)

bider No.11006639
l Pi, SA NU ' , hi D. Uitiversity of innesoto, 1919 220pp.

This ctudy has attempted-to examine a historical dispute on
American image of relations with Japan in a longitudinal and s
way. Historians have pondered the linage of relations between
countries: these studies have been mostly descnptive and intuitive, not
empirical. No inlent was made to lower the weignrof thew nieces, but the
purpose was to prove the historical prognoses \

Based on the historical prognoses and the literatute on the flow of
international news, four hypotheses were made: (I) the amount of press
coverage will nse as tension and conflict mount-the higher conflict is, the
more news display will be; (2) the images of certain issues will be related to
region; the West Coast press will differently react to racial and immigration'
dispute than the press elsewhere: (3) the press will react to. rather than
lead, movements: issues of conflict between twocountnes would have
altered the likely images. In this regard, images like a military threat or a
yellow peril, once potent, will be outwon by economic or pdlitical points
ilia on; and (4) the pair of images- favoiable and unfavorable-will be
related to the amount of news coverage: in overall, the favorable news will
be outpaced by the unfavocable news.

Methodology was content analysis of the selected newspapers. Three
factors-region, circulation, and prestige-was the base for selection. The
newspapers were the New York Times, the Chicago Daily Newt. the Los
Angeles Times, and the San Francisco Chronicle.

Twenty years were chosen for analysis out of the sixty-seven year study
p_eriod-a historical weight and/or a point of dispute merited the base.
Following the constructed week procedure, twenty-eight days were chosen
from each year-,so dates of analysis totaled 560 (28x20).

Not to miss any significant event, this study also included dates of that
event, and analyzed a date before and a date after the occurrence of that
event as well as the date of its occurrence. A total of fifty-two significant
events were chosen to constitute 156 days for analysis (52.x3).

The results tended to back the hypotheses. A look of the yearly attention
proved the first hypothesis-whenever there is great conflkt; there will be
bill news. The years that drew more than an average of five-percent showed:
1905 (5%), 1937 (9%), 1940 (7%), 1941 (22%), 1943 (6%), 1945 (21%), and
1960(5%). The year of "Nixon shocks" (1971) was 4 percerA,

The proportions of coverage by categorical subjects likely turned out in
order of magnitude of the conflict-defense/war (48%), foreign relations
(26%), government/politics (9%), immigration/race (8%),
economics/bnsiness (7%), socio-cultural (1%), accident/disaster (1%), and
science/education (less than 1%).

When the press coverage.was identifieciby individual newspapers, two
traits turned out: (1) military/war and foriign relations remained constant
in order, but government/politics and economics/business changed slightly
in order, (2) two West coast newspapers gavemore coverage on, and more
peiptive reaction to, immigration/race than two other jiewspapers
elsewhere. The coverage of this subject by two West Coast newspapen
ranked the third each; while its rank of two other newspapeis markad the
fifth ea&

The proportions of immigration/race likewise have differed: San'
Francisco Chronicle (13%), the Los Angeles Times (11%), the New ork
Times (4%), and the Chitago Daily News (4%). This seemed to suphcn that
second hypothesis that immigration/pee would be related to reg

The categorical subjects broken ilown by periods, the third hypothesis
was partially proved: immigration/race and defense/war subject& u
hypothesised, were clustered before and during World War II, but`
economksibusiness and government/politics, against hypothetis, tended to
spread across periods.

A directional look backed the fourth hypothesis; the kind of myths
tone outran the positive trait--the negative news (50%), potitve (14%). and
neutral (36%).



BENJAMIN PERI.EV POORE OF THE BOSTON JOI1RNAL: HIS
UFE AND MIES AS A WASHING CON CORRESPONDENT.
1650.1667 Order No. 80066.19

MCKERNS, lostpri PAraick. Pit D Universtty of Al tnneiom, 1979 207pp

This is a study of a prominent 19th century Washington correspondent,
Benjathin Perlcy Poore (1820 1887), which focuses on ins career from the
Mexican War period to the late 1880s For next> forty years Poore's articles
on pOlitical, nnlitary and social affairs in Washington appeared in various
newspapers and magazines For nearly thirty years he was the
correspondent of the Horton Journal, a leading Republican newspaper.

By the end of his career Poore was recognized as the dean of
Washington correspondents and as ontsof the city's most niflueritial
journalists. His career embraced a period in which Washington reporting
evolved from an informal system of letter-wtiters to the beginning of the
formal, institutionalized system of today. Therefore, this study also
examines the changing press-govethment relationship during his career.
Poore was one of the first regular Washington correspondents to gain a
national reputation. Ile began his career when government patronage of the
p MI and the influence of the Washington administration newspapers were
declining Wfth this decline, the role of the Washington conespondent
increased in importance Poore was-a recognized leader among other
correspondents and wis at the forefront of the changing press-government
relationship.

The literature of journalism history has been dominated by studies of -
institutions, i e individual newspapers, magazines and agenaes, and by
bioeraphies of editors and publishers This view olhistory "from the top
dpwn" has Made a valuable, but one-sided, contribution to our
undentanding.of the developmentef American mass communications. An
attempt is made here to invert this view and examine change over time
"from the bottom up," i.e., from the level of the individual reporter. It Is
generally accepted that the Penny Press of the 1830s replaced partisan,
political journalism with a more objective, politically independent
journalism. Trie findings here dissent somewhat from that position and
qUestion the current understanding of "independent journalism" after 16_40.
The Penny Press brought higher circulations and advertising revenues the(
couplØd With the demise of government patronage, made the press
finana1ly independent of political parties. But this study iuggests that, on
the whOlec the press remained close ideologically to political ponies,

Political newspapers and journalists seemed to be the nile rather than
the exception during Poore's time. The Journal was ap unswerving
supporter of the Republican party and Poore was a loyal party member. He
felt it we, his duty to write about daily events from the conviction of his
Remiblican pnnciØlcs., Flothennore, for nearly thirty years he was a clerk of
several Congressional cortiminees and a compiler and editor of government
publkalions. In this way he cOuld supplement his newsp,aper salary, but k
also gave him an intide view of government. He knew most of the
Presidents and leading politicians of his time and was intimate with several,
partlailakly Charles Sumner. Such activity today would raise qUestions
&bout Poore's objectivity, but in the 19th century that term meant
something other than what it means today. It is unfair to judge jduknallsts of
that time by today's standards. What Poore did was not uncommon. He
stands out because few others had a career as long or as distinguished as his.
His reputation was built upon his proximity tQ politics and he was respected
because he understood "men and measures."

Poorwlso wrote several biographies and works of fiction as well is
magazinThticles on topics as diverse as agriculture and autograph
collecting. He served in the diplomatic corps and was an infirmaries, an
mates architect and printer, and a popular speaker. His best remembered
book is Pesky's RerniniscentesafSixo, Years ht the National Metropolis
published in 1886.

THEORETICAL CHANGE AND NEWSPAPER CONTENT: THE
EllOCESAN PRESS AND VATICAN H Order No 8013912

*HON, DENNIS JOHN, PH.D. Syrocuse University, 1979. 175pp.

For the Catholic chnich, the major religious event of the twentieth
tentury was the Second VaticareCouncil and the momentous changes in
theology and practice which thfitouncil's decrees initiated. For the diocesai
preis in the United States, the Vatican Council brought about a changein
the theory of the diocesan press no less significant than the evolution of
freedom of the press frorn governmentsontrol which occurred in
seventeenth century England.

Using a random sample ofthirty English language, United States,
Roman Catholic diocesan newtpapers and a single tssue from each psper for
the last week of Mitch in 1958, 1965 and 1973, a content analysis was
conducted fi discover.any possible, sig/tIfitant thanges in diocesad prem 1 1

cOntent froni the periods before. during and after the Sec-mid Vatican
Council Major categories employed in the content analysis were
intraorganizational, intermganitational and extraorgainzational news and
opinion News and opinion sources were also analyzed

Some of the recults of the analysis took the form of answers to the
following questions

flow has thc diocesan press responded to the chahge of theory initiated
by the council' The diocesan press has responded by significantly changing
the proportion of news to opinion presented in its columns. changing from a
seven to three proportion before thc council tolt six to four proportion after
the council

Has the diocesan press increased its news coverage to meet the increased
need for information' The divan press has decreased the amount of news
in the average week's issue

Has the diocesan press broadened its expressron Of opinion? The
diocesan press Nis definitely broadened its expression of opinion, utilizing
new sources of comment and extending comment into new topic categories.

Has there been a change in diocesan press content commensurate with
the change in press theory' On the larger scale. the changes do refleeethe
major differences initiated by the council, but on the smaller scale, ill the
more derailed categories and subcategories, such as ecumenism, race and
government, only the CiOritertt in these few, just-mentioned categories
changed significantly, causing the observed changes already alluded to on
the major category level_

%her significant changes took place in the increased use of The Religious
News Service, letters-to-the-editor and syndicated coluninists

THIS TRAINING OF SCIENCE NEWS REPORTERS
Order No. 1100932l

Mras, JICKA44 Au .e.kr, Pit D The Ohio Store University, 1979. 261pp.
-; Adviser: Professor I Tyler

Training science news reporters is a new fields...rah few current standards
and little discussion of practices ahd policies in the literature. This study
represents aniline:not to identify principles which may be used in the
training of science news reporters and identify competencies that all "good"
science reporters should possess.

In thisstudy an attelfiPt.was made to determine the current qualiq and
quantity of science news in the media, whether more well.qualified science
and medical news reporters were needect end, ifso, how such reporten
might behest educated or trained and who should train them. The study
was composed phmarily of two stages.

In the first stage, it was deiermined that the quality and quantity of
science news coverage could be anprOved and increased. A mail survey of
34 science writers, 33 scientists and medical researchers, and 33 newspaper
editors and their broadcast counterpartrwas used to learn these grOups'
ideas concerning such coverage. Newspapers, magazines and broadcesting
staffs Who sought out science news information and covered it thocoughly
generallywere thought to have the best coverage. The science magazines
such as Scientilic American and Science News had the best spch coverage,
followe4 by Newsweek and Time, then the other Media. The first stage
respondents though that expehenced science news reporters were the best
persons to Cover science news stones, rather than general assigrament L
reporters. They also said that more science news reporters and editors Were
needed in the broadcast and print media.

In the second siege, recommendations about how to train or educate
science news reporters were made, who shouldarain them, and what
competencies the potential science news reporte\rs and their teachers should
possess. A mail survey of 100 ranrminly-selected science writers, 100
similarly-selected journalism educators, 100 scientists or medical
researchers, and 100 newspaper editors was used to learn the
recommendations frqm these varioueconcerned occupational groups.
Respondents generally favored a broad liberal arts educatitin with an
emphasis on physical science and writing courses in college,prior work
experiehce as a reporter and possibly a laboratory researcher, and contatu
with working kience reporters including ow-the-job training, workshops,
apprenticeships and internships, among others. Competencies that the
potential science reporters should possess centered on writing well and
clearly for a "mass" audience, preparing for and conducting interviews well,
and having a good background knowledge of the subject matter.
Competencies for teachers of potential science reporters generally paralleled
those suggested for the sciencp reporters, plus special interpersonal skills
and abilities. Experienced auff/or specially trained science news reporters,
science news editors, and college journalism instructors were considered the
"best" teachers of science news reporting and writing. The respondents
generally favdred formal colter training in science news,reponing arld
journalism reporting courses, plus an apprenticeship or internship if

/



passible. Internships or apprenticeships should last from 3 to 12 months,
and Mince reporting workshops from one to four' weeks.

Principles reflecting tht above findings were identified along with related
competencies and ex periences In addition a curnculum model was
developed thatwould help train a science news reporter the model's
proposed science writing courses could be included as part of a journalism
degree course of study at a college or university and labelled a "science
'writine emphasis The course of study so described coyld be used al both
the undergraduate and graduate levels with beneficial results

NATIONAL SURVEY OF DESIRABLE EDUCATIONAL
PREPARATION FOR ASPIRING NEWSPAPER REPORTERS

Order No. 8008617

PAsulum, FRED STANFORD, PH D The Florida Stare University. 1979
101pp. Major Professor: Maurice L Litton

This study sought to determine what the mat desirable educational
preparption al the college level for an aspiring newspaper reporter should
be.

Two groups that were thought to have special qualificrtions to address
this question were selected, These groups were.designated "Users" and
"Society." The Users group was coMprised of twO subgroups, the Manasing
Editor grou and the City Editor group. chosen from a scientifically selected
national w4le of daily newspapers, each subgroup sample being
approximate one-tenth of the Ropulation. The Society group was
composed of Chiefs of Police or ether police personnel in their conunand
who the chiefs thought had the, MOO MOE- official contact with newspaper
reposters. The Society group was chosen by &electing one-half of those ,

governmental unit to which the Managing Editor mail questionnaires were
addressed, add o -half to which the City 'Editor mail questionnaires were'
addressed

The most WI
curriculum of the junior and senior year of college. It was: "Please indicate .
.. the percentage of courses by tubject area that you believe should be taken
by an aspiring newspaper reporter." Three scheme for analyzing responses
were devised v(ith themost realistic-closely approMnating the percentage of
journalism courses recommended for a journalism mplor by the
socreditation agency, theAmerican Council on Hu-Cation for Journalism
(ACE)). This scheme had two categeries, "Less than 22 percent" journalism
courses and "22 percent or more" journalism courses. An overwhelming
number of respondents in both froups-91.7 percent of the Users group and
98.2 percentof the Society group-indicated that an aspiring newspaper
reponer should take at least 22 percent journalism courses during the junior
Ind senior years.

Other importrnt findings of the study were: (1) No meaningfill
statistitally significant difference on key curriculum questions between the
two subgroups of the Users group. (2) A belief by both groups that.
attendance at an institution of higher learning by an aspiring newspaper
reporter is at last desirable--97,9 percent of the Users and 95.5 percent-of
the Society group. Almost 53 percent of the Users groip indicated they
believed it necessary and alntost 50 percent of the Soc1group indicated
likewise. (3) Both the Usert and Society groups were"glmlist completely in
hivor of the curriculum of the first two years of college for an aspirhig
nrspaper reporter being overwhelmingly liberal arts. (4) An estimated 70

LveTirof newspaper reporters hiked within the last three years held at learn
it degrees at the time of hiring. (5) Over half the respondents id

both ipoups were not cognizant of cuirentoewspaper reporting programs at
Jdpior andsenior level advocated by tfie Am4rican Council on- .

uestkm for Journalism. (4) Respondents were predominantly well-
teda middle-aged males. More Man half of the Users group worked for

with a daily circulation of 20,000 or less. More than half of the
group held the title of "Chief of...Police," and most were employed

la a Or town with a population of 50,000 or less.
project was deemed important not only because it added evidence

tea I. -standing debate in the journalism world, but also because it
the age-old controversypf the mon appropriate higher education

rta.nt question %slued of the respondents concerned the

"
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A COMPARISON OE TIIII PRODUCTION COSM OF COLLEGE
NEWSPAPERS 'Order No. 8003597

RAOULSKY, FkANK A NDRI W, I'D Oklifhonia Stare University, 1979
109pp

Scope of Study 'the purpose of this study was to examine thedifferencei
of college newspapers in their operating and management Procedures The
study has compared composition and pnnt ing costs of newspapers printed
off-campus conunercialty to newspapers printed by sChool- owned
equipment to newspapers published by student-newspaper-owned
equipment The study has also pros idcd opinions of newspaper

.administrators iii regard to the problems of cost. the purchasing of
equipment and the hinng of qualified personnel to operate the equipment.
Colleee-newspaper advisers from 217 schools were queried as to their
composition costs and printing costs. It was anticipated that the info:irritation
would provide the most economical way of publishing the ,campus
newspaper

Findings and Conclusions Results of the study reverled that college
newspapers using student-newspapet-owned composition equipment
operate with lower per-page composition costs than college newspapers
usine school-owned or off-campus commercial equipment Advisers
attributed lower costs for composition due to student employment.

Of the newspapers responding to the survey, only 75 of the 217 echo&
reported student-newspaper-owned facilities for composing the newspaper
and 10 of the 217 schools reported newspaper-owned presses for printing
the newspaper Cost was the prohibitive factor for the purchasing of
equipment for most colleges_ However, many advisers were optimistic and
were making piens to purchase phototypesetting equipment

MAGAZINES IN A MER ICA N CULTURE: A N ANTHOLOGY .

Order No. 800004

SCHMIDT, DOROTHY (WHY), PH.D. Bowling Green State University, 1979.
323pp. Advisers: Ray B. Browne, Alma .1 Payne

c)4This collection of previously iiiipub ed articles was solicited, chows,
copy-edited, and arranged to depict th interaction of American mpgazines
and the American people in the years 1890-1950. The major eassy uses a
historjcal-technological perspective to trace developments in A
masetines which resulted from new technologies, especially pulp paper
processes, photo-engraving, and offset prinliog, with subsequent Omit%
relationships between periodicals and the public. The primary purpose V
the anthology is to present American magazines as both mirrors and
molders of American society.

The essays are Fresented in five sections. Section One includsathe
Schmidt essay, "Magazines, Technology, and Ainerican Culture" ind "An
Economic Perspective on Fotmula in Popular Cultpre" by David Paul
Nord Section Two includes "The Germ Threat as Seen in Magazine
Articles, 1890-1920" by Andrew McClary, 'Women for War Work: Tht
OWI and Magazines in WW II" by Maureen Honey, and "The Manlinass
Ethoe in Modern America" by David G. Pugh. Section Three contains "Will
Rogers"Letters to his President by Peter C. Rollins, "UR: View a
Victoria, 1883-1901" by Patricia Marks, and "Anglo-American Conflict in
the Popular Media during the 1920s" by David Richards.

Section Four has "The Writer and his Middle-Class Audience Frank
Nonp" by Robert A. Morace, "Sentimental Short Fiction by Wornen in
Leslie's Popular Monthly" by Donne Casella-Kern. "The Brandywine
School and Magazine Illustration" by James J. Best, and "Harris Merit,
Lyon's Short Stories" by Thomas Rees, Section Five offers "Commentary
and the American Jewish Experience" by Milton S. Katz, "The Amerialn
Witiman Suffrage Press" by Lyon Masel-Walters, and "The History of
Charlton Ness and Its Song Lyric Periodicals" by Mary Slezak. .

I A Selected Bibliography for the study Of magazines in American Culture
is included.,
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THE CHICAGO STYLE OF JOURNALISM Order No. 8009170'.

Allims, NORMAN HOWARD, PH 1). University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaigo, 1979. 298pps.

This thesis is a history of a style of journalism as it developed in Chicaso
during the 1890s slid beeond. Style is defined as the expression of identity
through meaningful siimbohc and dramatic aotions which seem as
containers for the ideals of a way of life. A particular set of journalists
working in Chicago found scheotic, industhal, urban world emerging
around them and tried to capture and express their'Teelings about it in their
reports This "Chicago style" expressed their own developing ldentines,
theiunitudes,about the world and their jobs, and their sense of status.

The Chicago styleurban reporter in the 1890s was cynical, tough. literiite
and sentimental. Sentimentilism for the downtrodden merged with a
cynicism toward crime and tragedy. In their sale] institutions they
proclaimed their identities as big city reporters, adopted realism as a guiding
literary tight, and formed self-conscious bonds With fellOw workers.

. Biographies of three Chicago reporters, Opie Read, George Ade, lied ;
Ben Hecht, and a profile of one of their social institutions, the Whitechapel
Club, are the core of this essaI.

Opie Read came to Chicago at the peak of his career as a reporter and
humorist in Arkansas. He was a literary reportet who had mastired a form
of sketch writing that was very common to his age but rare in our own. He ,
represents efoundation for the ideal of literature which was common to the
chicagistyle; but he is also a benchmark against which tomeasur? the .
chane.hf the era. As a romantic and self-declared Southern gendemak
Read failed to adapt to,the changing conditions of Chicago journalism.

George Ade was one of the earliest columnists and embodied many of
the ideals of the Chicago Style. He was, like Read, a sketch writer but he'
accommodated the new conditions arising in journalism, especially the
growing concern with factuality in news. His stpfies of the cultural worlds of
Chicago were segregated in the newspaper as columns, where they were safe *

from the assaults of copy editors and could not tg misinterpreted as purely
Informational" material.

Me, Read and some forty other journalists of the 1890s were members
of the Whitechapel Club of Chicago, a Bohemian, macabre, irreverent
society which served as a school for initating reporters into the Chicago
style. Within the confines of the Whitechapel Club, reporters adopted
realism is a literary ideal, and hardened cynicism as an outlook, while
staking out an exclusive arena of status for Chicago style reporting.

The Chicago style has Pecome a petsistent identity or attitude among
modetn urban reporters. While it is certainly not thsonly style among
newspaper writers, it has clear representatives in the twentieth century. Ben
Hecht was one literate reporter Who in the 1920s was a ronscious
anbodiment of the type. Hecht combined localism, cynicism and iminunity
to the gore of crinie reporting with the sensitivity of a literate and articulate
'observer. In the age of objectivity and scientific reporting styles, however,
Vecht's work was even more isolated than George Ade's.

THE WOMEN'S SUFFRAGE PRESS, 1850-1900: A CULTURAL
ANALYSIS Order No. 8009181

SffiNER, LINDA CLAIRE, PH.D. University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
119. 3$O. .

. This dissertation examines a number of woman's suffrage periodicals
published in the United States between 1850 and 1900. The analysis uses a
cultural approach to communications. That is, these periodicals are regarded
11$ the arenas in which groups of middle class women crsated and celebrated
new definitions of womanhood and new styles of life fOr themselves and
which would restore to their lives a sense tif dignity and significance.

The periodicals also provided arenas in which various groups of
suffragists could aiguefor the legitimacy of these new styles of life. le fact,
the periodic/Is reveal that what was at stake for suffragists was the status and
prestige of their nascent styles ; suffrage was& key issue because
enftanehisement WAS liken as the symbol that these styles had Won
enhanced status and honor.

This dissertation distinguiShes kmong several competing versions of le
:new woman" as these emerged in the nineteenth century/. It emphasizes the
"sensible woman" who same to life inThe Lily and The Una: tht "strong-
minded woman" whose values and stendards were dramatized in The
Rendation, The New Northwest, and The Nationcd Citizen and Balloi Box .
and the "responsible woman" celebrated in The WoMan's.lourna7 and The /
(New Ad). Worion'sAdvocate. Toward the end of the nineteenth century
The Weaves Journal turned increasingly to a more "modern-woman."

'Sone attention is also,paid I.:Pepe lesser known and less widely distributed
suffrage peribdicals.
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BFNJAMIN FRANKLIN-PRINTING F.NTREPICENEUR
- Order No. 8004573

SUMMERS, NORMA SHARON2 Pu D Thc Umversiry qf Alabama, 1979.
333pp

The objective of this stud' is to exkmine Benjamin Franklin's Activities
and Contributibhs as a printer in the broadest sense, that is, within the
contextthat printers ofthe period undi'mtood and practiced their craft
Franklin's career spanned most of the eighteenth century, and he more than
any of his cohtemporaries dominated the Bdtish Amencan printing
industry_ He colltrued to tie an important factor long after he ceased active
involvement in tiff trade. The widespread imitation of his numerous
publications, pArocularly the Pennialmmia Gazette and the Poor Rklsard
Almanacks, was Nreliection of his influence. Ilis entrepreneurial activitiei
promoted the deyeloppent Of new printing offices. bookstore.% paper mill,
and lk factones For these and othe!businesses. he served as a vital source
of credit and is the distributor and market for essential supplies.

Franklin's primary contribution to American journalism lay in his ability
\to popularize trendtalready the vogue in England. When he opeeed he
'Philadelphia office, most American readers were very unsophisticated. He
made the press serve a need for political ant commercia information, but
he alto had a larger vision of it as a mediUm to educate and enlighten the
general public. While his style of journalism was basically a low profile
conciliatory approach laced with humor, he seriously sought to mold pubhc
opinion. His pbpularity and financial success ISrompted Other printatto
adopt his strictly Americin homespun style.

Franklin's journalistic style and entrepreneurial activities were the basis
of his influence on the British American printing trade. Throuili the forte
of his own personality, he determined the general pattern the British
American press would follow and motivated the expansion of printing and
related trades. -

Oa,

THE IMAGE OF IRAN IN THE NEW YORK TIMES. A

CONTENT ANALYSIS Order No. 8006863 %11

TADAYON, MOHAMAD, ED.D. Columbia University Teachers Gollege, 1979.

112pp. Sponsor: Professor Louis Forsdale

This is a study of the treatment and coverage of Iran by The New Yori
Times in a time period covenng 1971 through 1976. The "image" of Iran,
and its variations and trends, is determined from a compilation of salient
facts and features about Iran through an analysis of a representative sample
of all news reports, stories, commentaries, and letters to the editor, printed
by The New York Times during the said period.

There ere two secondary research questions which the study attempts to
answer. The- first question seeks to determine en index Of the probability of
political upheaval in Iran, subsequent to 1976, based on the performed
content analysis. The second question seeks to assess the effects of the 1973-
74 oil crisis, brought about by vast OPEC oil price increases, on the
treatment and coverage of Iran in The New York Times.

The principal method of invettigation in this study is content analysis. A
set of 72 itubject-matter categories are developed, tested for reliabilky;and
applied to a sample of all Iran-Jelated items which appeared in TheNew
York Times during the peribd of interest In addition, an index of ettandon
jgdeveloped, to measure variations in the prominence of display given Iran-
related items, and attention scores for all sample items are determined.

The resulting raw data, consisting qf category frequencies and kem
attention scores, are reported in their entirety. The raw data are then
subjected to statistical analyses and the results tested fOr statistical
significance when appropriate. Baied on statistically significant freqUency
relationships, the most prominent elements of the image of Iran are
determined to be the oil income, arms purduses, repression, military-
industrial build up, tensions betwen the Shah and the U.S. military-
industrial establishment, and the Iranian governmenet modernizing ,

programs., in that order. Probability of political upheaval is indicated
through statistical analyses of portrayal of the Shrih in which his rising
difficulties and unpopularity are demonstrated. The oil crisis of 1973-74 it
drown to have resulted in eXpanded coverage oklran, particulatiy in matters..
dealing with oil ind arms purchases. This expansion, however, js shown to
have resulted in nO significant difference between attention wore MIMI for
periods-befOre and alter the oil crisis.

Finally, a discussion is offered bf some unexpected results, such u the
U.S.-Shah tensions or the virtual absence of reportipg on religious
opposition in view of the 77-79 uprisings, and an evaluation of the
methodblogyis given as well Ls some suggestions for further Study.



111E LIFE, WORK, AND EMES OF WALTER DURAN'TY,
MOSCOO/ CORRESPONDENT FOR THE NEW YORE TIMES,
1921-1941

TAYLOR, SALLY. Pit I), Southern Illinois University of Carbondale. 1980

Major Professor. George Brown

Because of a tendency lo shield-tm personal life from public
consideration, Walter Duranty, Moscow correspondent for the NeW York

Times from 1921 until 1941. has been invested by critics and proponents
alike with mythological dimensions which obscure an objective evaluation
of his place in Amerioen journalism history. The aim of this study is to
correct existing exe6ust views found in the pewter and the academic
literature concerning Duranty's life arid work. In spite of his personal
flaMboyance and amorality, and in spite of his position as a symbol of the
antagonism between the Soviet Union and the West, Duranty's
contributions to the field of foreign correspbndence make him one of the
most important figures in journalism history during the first half of the
twentieth century.

An examination of Duranty's early years and sducation provides a basis
for understanding his style of writing and his repertorial attitude toVerd
etents occumng in the Soviet Union in the 1920s and 1930s. His years as a
stnresline young writer of fiction. from 1907 until 1913. led to an
unorthodox lifestyle which contributed greatly to his tendency to sustain a
detached pose of amusement toward the political events later unfolding in
the Soviet Union, and t6 view ipternatioreal occurrences from a position of
distapce, that is. from a stance best described as politically amoral

DUranty's rise to prominence as a foreign correspondent and his
reputation as the reigning Moscow social host climaxed with his receipt of a
Pulitzer Prise in 1933 for his reponajte of the Soviet Five Year Plan. With
the Great Depression which had visited the world's capitalist countries
serving as a foil, Duranty's reportage gained him a more influential rok in
the West, and he achieved a celebrity Status enjoyed by few foreign
correspondents. Kis prominence in reporting; his connection with the New

York Times, his long tenure in the Soviet Union combined to lay him open
to charges of being the linchpin in the cover-up of the 1932-1,13 faminein
the Soviet Union. However, this study suggests that most of the accusations
against Duranty as the instigator of such a cover-up are based more upon
innuendo about bis personal life than upon factual evidence. Nevertheless.
Durantrs reportage of the famine was less than adequate, and it marks the
beginning of his decline as a first-rate foreign correspondent.

Although he continued to reap accolades in the West as an expert on
Soviet affairs,.his reporting of events in the USSR became less.factual and
more speculatory. Thus by the period of "the show trials" and the purges in
the Soviet Union, 193ff-1939. his expertise was decitasing, and his fanciful.
style and theoretical assumptions appear grossly inadequate, especially
when contrasted with the setiousness of these events.

Duranty's decline as an authority on the Soviet Union and his eventual
retreat from journalism can be related to his growing unfamiliarity with
event* abroad and his continued reliance upon an outmoded reporting styk
es journalistic trends became more streamlined. This study disentangles
biographical fact from legend and explains hoW his unorthodos reportage
created the continuing controversy surrounding his career.

SEXISM IN CHILDREN'S MAGAZINES Order No. 8007676

.1-lawns, SYLVIA' LEE, ED.D. University of Pennsylvania, 1979. nOpp..
Supervisor: Dr. Norma B. Kahn ,

Sexismdiscrimination based on genderis clearly unfair to both males
and Amain because it limits sharply the range of behavior and emotional
expression for both sexes, itteprives males and females of their full
development by defining the characteristics that they must and must not
develop, it constrains members of both sexes from gising free reign to their
hopes, dreemsand ambitions, arid it keeps many of them from relaxing their
true potential.

The purpose of this study was to deterinine, by content analysis. whether
Sexism was present in a representative sample of children's magazines
published in the United States. To do this, it was necessary to determine
Wiaitors of sexism in the magazines and to develop an instrument to
record and measure them.

Theindicators of sexisnrdecided upon after a lengthy survey of the
, &MEM were the: (a) proportion of male and female characters in the

SWIM (b) number and/or type of occupations for males and females,
(c) behavior/social roles of males and females, (d) personality
ehatactenstics of males and females. and (e) attitude to4ard males an4
Almelo expressed in the stories:

,

A measuring insuument, based on the five indicators of sexism, was
develdped for use in coding the magazines Four reliability studies,
conducted each time by three femak graduate students- -including the
investigator wet e conducted to test the instrument Although all of the
variables were not tellable, enough were sufficiernly reliable to continue

The sample tiled in the study included 719 char acteis in 130 stones in 33
- issues of 11 popular children's magazines selected on the hasts of (a) their

contentconsisting largely f na!iative stories-containing action of peopfk,
animals and/or peisonified haiacteis.(b) the age of the audience for which
they were intended includi lg. but nor limited to, ages three to twelve, and
(c) their circulation figures .Magaiines with the highest circulatiOn figures
were selected tkcause they were consider ed to be thok with the greatest
impact on children by virtue of theit presumably larger audience.

Data were collected with use of the instruMent developed by the
inststigator and her assistants The dala were processed by cordputer, using

aeSPSS crosstabulation program Differences df fremrencies and
lations were tested for statistical significance by the program, and

results were analyzed by'the fnvesugator.
The following evidence of sex bias was foun d: (a) more male (444) than

-female (241) chafacters; (b) of the 172 characters with paying jobs and/or,
positipns, 151 (88%) were males and 21 (12%) were females; (c) there were
more4uamed and widowed femaliv than males, and more single males than
&miles; (d) more females than males were shown as family meMbers, and
more males than females had ties to outside activity and social obligations; #

(e) more males than females were shown_as selkulficient and solidly
employed, and more females thin males were shown as dependent on the
family; (f) females were more friendly and more positively-dispoeed ,

towards members of both sexes than were males; (g) more males than
females were regulators and protectors; and (h) more females than Maks
were caretakers of-the home.-

AN ASSESSMENT OF COVERAGE OF NATIONAL AND
INTERNATIONAL.RELIGIOUS NEWS BY THE TWO DAILY
NEWSPAPERS IN BUFFALO, NEW YORK. Order No. 8000S94

., View, CARL ARMIN, D. Mut Drew University, 1979. 161pp.

A communication breakdown texiSts between the peopleand the church.
Newspapers provide a medium foi,breaching this gap. This paper assismes
coverage of national and international religious news by two' daily
newspapers_in Buffalo. New York, establishing that coverage of national
and international religious news isnot adequate to keep the reading public
informed. This detenninatigm was made by the writer and twelve people, a
eras section o(the congreginon of St. Stephen-Bethlehem United Church

' of Christ, Buffalo, New York. The study involved clipping and summarizing
religious news stories from the Bealo Evening News and the Buffalo
Courier-Express during September, October, and November 1978. 114 local
coverage of nitional and international religious news was compared with
releases by "Religious News Service." This syndicated source of religious
news is available to most)electronic and print media on the American
cOntinent.

Religious news is a manifestation of a theology of cdmmunicatiOn. The
writer reviewed the natute of revelation as the process by which
communication about God is possible, analyzing the church as a channel for
this revelation. Guidelines were given for Christian communication, and
dangers of distortion in the communication process were noted. Part of the
Christian task is accepting the implications of involvement with the media
It is essential that the church send some messages, or express some effects
which utilize channels of mass communication. The churCh must use the
media to transmit its Christian message.

Contrary to opinion polls, such as Burns Roper, this.study found that
radio and television have not usurped how much time tfie average reader
spends with his newspaper.tne's newspapes is trusted and is a welcome
media of communication. The participantsin this project used newspapers
74 percent of the time as their source of news.

-News was then defined. Criteria were given by which an editor jddges
.what is important news for his paper. The religion editors of the twO &Ado
newspapers were interviewed. A methodology was developed to Assess the
learning gained for readers of the Buffalo newspapers and to deterinine the
papers' coverage of national and international religious news. 'Lay
participants, a cross section of the St. Stephens-Bethlehem congregation,
were recruited and given.guide-lineS to aid in determining their selection Or
news. Articles were logged and the ncws content of the clippings, made by
both the whter and the participants were recorded. Leamings were
annmarized by4ie,participants. The writer-clergyman also measured his
sejection of religious news items from the papers against the potential newt ,
articles circulated by "Religious News Service." Snme of the differences
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between what the writer considered hational or international religious newt

and what the participants considered usable in this project were discovered,

and will result in some changes in ministry by the writer..
During the thirteen week period of this study. Popes John Paul I and

John Paul H were frequently the subjects of news stories The Jim Jones cult

was exposed and the massacre at the People's Temple in Jonestown.
Guyana occurred and received similar attention This led the writer to
conclude that when religious news is sensational it is given great coverage by

the Buffett) press The Roman Catholic Church also received generous

coversee in the Buffalo area
The ministry of the writer has been changed by thU study. He will

Wee:panne and share national and international news in his preaching.

Seeching, and writing. Si Stephens-Bethlehem Chtlrch project participants
will be encouraged to read and discuss religious news frequently with
ccmmunication groups socerred through the ministry of St. Stephens-

Bethlehem United Church -al Christ.

THE A.M.E. CHRISTIAN RECORbER: A FORUM FOR THE

SOCIAL IDEAS OF BLACK AMERICANS, 1854.1901
Order No. 8004305

WILLIAMS, Omer ANITIONY, PH.D. University of Illinois at Mbar*

Champaign.1979. 1861m.

The Christian Recorder is the oldest continuously published black
newspaper in the Urrited States. It is the only black newspaper published
belbre and aftel the Civil War. Scholars have argued that the Recorder is an

imponant source of prithery research dats A detailed study of the paper

was needed and long overdue.
This work was written to accomplish three objectives. The lirsi goal was

to write t history of the Recorder, using content analysis as the
methodology, and to assess the paper's importance to the A.M.E Church
and black Americans. The second goal was to create new ways of
researching and analyzing the black press. Current research is concentrat

bi a number of general areas. There are general surveys, which lists types

black publications. Other studies deal with circulation, operational
developments, problems and logistics of black publication& The current
research assumes that the black press is monolithic-representing one basic

set of ideas, policies and role within the black community. This work
challenges that approach and demonstrates that the Recorderassumed an

activist role at times, a passive one at others, and also ffinctioned as a forum.

The third objettive of tbis dissertation was tooffer different insights into the
RecOnsUbction Era. This period. as discussed in this work, is interpreted
from an economic perspettive i.e., ills argued that economic forces were

the main causal factors in 'determining the course of events during the years

1865-1877.

.;

THE NATIONAL COI.TNCIL FOR THE TRAINING OF
JOURNALISTS: TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF PROG-
RESS AND PR9BLEMS Order No. 7928370

WRIGHT, John Dryburgh, Ph.D. The University of Texas at
Austin, 1979. 231pp. Supervisor: Norris C. Davis_

This study centers upce thg National Councillor the Train-
ing ft Journalists, the compulsory training scheriie for journal-
Wag, in Great Britain. The purpose of the research was to
&llamas aspects of the Council's program that could be
termed areaa of conteAtion,' those units of organizattai,
methodology and interaction within the scheme which are beteg
debated currently and which could dereirtnine the prown's
eventual form and its degree ot success, -

fliz major problem areas were readily identified during
visits to Council headquarters and professional groups and
these were further emphasized or redefined in subseql;ent re-
ports, decuments and petitions. Opinions and suggestions on
the elx basic issues were gathered through a mail survewf
selecied newspaper editors, reporters and proprietors, al,-
lege administrators and lecturers and others involved with
training in relatted media. All subjects were asked an open
questIOn en their attitUde toward the training schemes what.
Ito inerittii and weaknesses were and what might be c

hvainID Improve the educational objectives. This was folloerby
, weak questions related to the respondents' experiences In
*realism and/or training-Interest area(s).

Areas of contentkin Were identified an (1) traiiiee rec rit-
ment and selection', (2) course content and struorture, (3) uni-
versities and journalism degrees, (4) training for other media,
(6) Cdenpil funding and (8) industry support and control.

The paper is arranged into two sections, The first I. de-
scriptive in its entirety to provide a foondation in understand-
ing the interrelationships addressed later. The second part
is devoted to (he six major are'as open for discubsion and
probable change or growth. Each of these issues is covered
in a single chapter that includes the individual and corporate
viewpoints received in thy mall survey.

In broad ternom: this investigation found-that the overall
goods and the general program of the Council are well sup-
ported by the profession. This is sidificant for, although the
training scheme was a creation of the newspaper industry in
1952, it has wiet considerable resistance from boil; manage-
ment and working journalists during its existence. The study
found that disagreement is now centered upon training methods
and that this is often arranged along a sPlit between academic
and professional priorities.

TIM ROLE OF IRANIAN "ENIIGRANV PRESS IN TH.E
DEVELOPMENT Or IRANIAN JOURNALISN1 Order No. 8010415

YADEGAM, MOHAMMAD. ?II i) New York University:1979. 204pp.

Adviser: 4:tr Peter 1 Chelkowski .

. This study explores the history of Iranian journalism from its modest
beginning with the support of the Iranian government mintier the iuspices of
the monarch. Nasir al-Diti Stiah (1848-1896), continuing with its subsequent
development in exile to evade censorship, and concluding with the return of
many ofthe emigrant editors to kap to continue their journalistic endeavors

- within the country after the Constitutional Revolution (1906),
The early government papers are shown to have been lacking in

sophisticatiow On the other, hand, the emigrant press, working in a Iher
atmosphere amid under fewer restrictions developed to become much more
advanced and vigorous The Iranian emigrants were influenced by
Europeans and were able to dansmit modern ideas through their papers
helping to bring about an intellectual awakening in Iran eventually leading
to the Constitutional Revoliniork. This study'concludes that the Iranian
emigrant press was the model, in content and form, fer the Iranian papers
which appeared shortly after the revolution of 1906.

Th,poelitilrcaanliathneenmeisgasranwteplirgssscaervrninegdtahrtie bclasesicdeaneleidsngoliththesoccoitalnm. luitneirres,in

wl4ich the individual papers Were founded These rofesare cullyeXplOred-14--
thi dissertation.
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